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ABSTRACT 
(;alerkin and tau techniques fur solving partial differential equations usrng wavelets as 
trial f11nctio11s a.re developed. Constructions of scaling functions ¢(x), as solutions of tlw 
dilation equations ¢(x)=I:ck¢(2x-k), and of wavelets, as linear combinations of th<' tra11slatcs 
k 
¢J(~1:-k), are .discussed. Emphasis 1s on the family of wavelets discoven~d hy Daulwchics 
( 1 D<'".'18 )..Thes<' compactly supported wavelets a.re used to form orthonor111al bases. N 11 uwrical 
r<'sults ar<' j)l'<'S<'11t.cd for lllodel, 011,·-di11J('nsional, elliptic, parabolic and hypPrholic ('<p1;1tions. 
'I'lwse results dc111<>11st.ratc that Uw propos<'d treatment is. bot.h robust. a11d acc11r.1t,· wit.Ii 
a 




I .1 Backgro11 nd 
Tltf'l'(' are three classical nwt.l1o<ls currently being used in obtainin
g 111111wri.cal sol11Lio11s 
~)f diff<,rcnt.iaJ cq11atio11s : finite diff"r<'IIC<\ finite element 
and specfral lll<'t.liods. In g<'1wral, 
finite differ<°'ncc a;nd finite element. nwt.hods c
an adapt to complex g<'ornetri<'S and also 
satisfact.01:ily rcpr<'S<>nt nearly arbitrary fllnctions
 using clppropriately dcsig1wd grids ( 11w~·dws ). 
Sp<'q.1·al 111et.hods adapt. r<'JHcscntatio11s of th" 1
111know11 f11nct.ions in t.PrlUs of basis fu11ctio11s 
w·itli glolrnl support.. Their adva11tag<' 1s dire t
.o tlw property of cxpo1wi1t.ial co11V<'rg<'11c<'. 
11 o w <' v <' r , t Ii <' a d v ;-u 1 t. a µ; e o f h i g h a c c II r a cy I s p a r ti a
 I Jy I o s t. w h c 11 ti w f II ll c ti < >ll t <> I w 
approxi111at<'d is not regular. 
During the past few years, 1ic.w ortho11ormal bas
es of L2(H.,), called wav<'l<'ls. liav,, lwcn 
co11st.r11ct.ed, [{~'ross11wn and Afodet, !D~·I] [1'/cyc:r, .l9SG). The
 ba:sis fi111ctirn1s are ge1wratPd 
from a si11glc gf'I1<'rati11g wavelet hy tr;111slatio11 an.
d dilation. J. Stromlwrg and 'r". Alcy<'r liav<' 
I . I I ·1 I 1· · 
.. · 
l ( · ·) l I · ') 11 / 2 ( ') 11 1.) I l ' · 
pr<->V<'( 111< c1w11c cnt. y tiat. t 1cre exist. w,1\'e et.s ~' :r sue 1. t. ia
t _ · ~, _ .r-~ , 11· illl< ~ E /,, i<>T111 
i\11 ort.l1011or111;-d basis of J/( 1(). ( ;<,1wrally speaking, t.lw purpose 
of this c<>11st ructi<>11 is t.o 
obtain hasi·s fu11ctio11s ;_1.s lucalized ·i1:-; possiblt' bot
h i11 t.i11n' (spa.cf') and i11 freq11<'11cy (\\·i1\'<'-
1111111bcr). 
I II th is work, we ex pl ore th<' possi hility of usmg 
wavelets as o rt. ho11on ll a I bas<'s t.u 
d cscri be the dist ri but.ion of physical p rope rt. ics of systcrns,
 such as tern pcra.l u re, vdoci t:y etc., 
111 space and their evolution in tillH'. Specifically,
 we solve differential eq11at.ions which d<'scrib<' 
physical systems with proper bou1nfary and initia
l. conditions, by assuming tlia.t. t.!1<' unknown 
functions c;-u-1 be expressed as linear co111bina.t.io11s of a
 fi11i-t,c number of wa.v<'let ha.sis fu11ct.io11s. 
Bccaus~ of their good localization in t.irnc (space) and fr
equency "(wave-nu111bcr), w,tvelct.s 
provide the combined advantages of finite differe
nce and spectral methods ·in a.pproxi111at.ing 
functions ( and con seq uen tly solutions of d iffcrcn tial eq nations
). 
1 a 
1.2 Related Work 
T'he idea of wavelets grew 011t. of sc1sm1c analysis [Goupillaud et al., l DH·1], vVavclct.s 
have been originally derived to analyse seismic signals in the field of pet.rolc11lll resca.rrli .. The 
dcvelopn1ellt of wavelets has b_een led by Yve.9 Meyer, whose new book wi·II dcscri be a n<'w 
chapter _in ha.rmonic analysis (conn<'cting to work of Calderon, Grossnian, /i.fodel, Coifnian, 
~Vciss, a.n.d many others). At present, wavelets arc used in vario-~s fi<'lds s11cli as 11na.ge 
processing and cornpntcr vision [Alai/at, 1DS7], data processing in acousti<'S [1\·,.o_nluH<i-!i!r,rt.incl 
cl al., 1D87] (in which the first applica.t.ions of wavelet ·transform to tlw r<·cogllit.i<>11 and 
visuaJiz,\t.ion of characteristic fea:t11r<'S. of speech and musical soi111ds ar<' pr<'s<'11h·d). and 
111at.he1natics. GnJss11icLn proved that. a11 arbitrary square integrable rcal-v,1-l1wd f1111ctio11 c,111 lw 
('Oll\'Clli<'llt.ly d<'COllljH>Sf'd into a Stritable f;-u11ily of .sq11ar<' integrable \\'il\'<'kts of C<lllS1.illll. 
.shape, (i:e. uht.ai11ed by shifts and dilaLio11s from any one of them), [C,'n>s.•:;111a11 mlil .\lorlcl, 
lDK"l]. H.eceut.ly the first expcrinie11ts 0.11 solving differential equations using wavelets ltav<' lwe11 
reported by Glowinski, [)awl.on, and Hrn 1nchol. In their work, [ Glowin.ski <·I. al .. , 1 D~q]. t.lwy 
explored th<" possihliit.y of using Da.11hechies wavelets fu1: the solution of bu11ndary-val11e al1(I 
i11it.ial-buunda1·y-valt1<' problems fur ·ordinary and pa.rt.ial differential <·q11;-t1i<>11s i11 <>II<' :-;pace 
di11H·11sio11. l\loreover, there a.re ar<'as such a.s r<'IHHJllalizat.io11 g·roup t.lwqry in q11a11t.11111 field 
t.h<·ury, statistic-al physics, singular i.ntcgral operators, and group represe11t,dit')11s, i11 which the 
irnplidt 11se of wavelets and related ~cali11g concepts is frequently found. 
l .:~ Organization of Thesis 
In cha-pt.er t\vo the dcfi11itiu11 and 111<1111 propcr.(ies of wavelets a.re i11t.rod11C<·d. followed 
by t.l1e co11st.n1ctio11 of scaling fn11ctio11s <jJ and wavcl<'t functions 1j.i. 'l'lw t.hird rh,1pt.cr is 
<kvoted t.o t.J1e tJl('t.hod of weighted residua.ls (l\.lWH.). 'l'lw basic met.hod is prese11t.<'d t.lirouµ;lt 
Galerkin 1s t.ech11i'c"pw which uses basis f1111ct.ions that satisfy the l~ounda.ry rondit.io11.s. 'l'l1<' last 
part. of the t. h·i rd ch a.pt er presents a. wa:velet.-t.a:n met hod for solving di ffcre11t.-ia.l eq 11at.io11 s wit. Ii 
a.p pro xi 111 at ion f11 nctions w hic.h do not. s_at. isfy the boundary c·ond i tions. Ch apt.er f 011 r d<.'sc rihcs 
1111 merica.l cxpcri·111e11 ts in w·hich we solve ordinary di ff cren tia.l eq u a.tic)n s ,. hot h Ii n<·a.r and° 
nonlinear, and evolution problems governed by linear and nonlinear pa.rt.ia.l diffcrcnt.ia.1 
equations. Finally, comments on the possible applica.tions of wavelet urthonorma.l ·bases a.nd 
further .developments are given in chapter five. Programs written to solve the problems 
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Wavelets are new families of functions that can be used as bas
is functions to yield 
representations of the form : 
where 
-m/2 ( -m hm 11 (x) = 2 h 2 x - n ). 
Their construction begins with the solution </>( x) to a dilation equation with coeffici
cn ts ck. 
Then, h comes from </> and the basis comes by translation, 
h(x) ---+- h(x+1), and dilation , 
h(x) ~ h(2x) , [ Daubechies, 1988 ]. 
This is a new way to represent functions which is especially 
useful for functions that 
are local in time (space) and frequency (wave-number). Compare with F
ourier series . Sines 
and cosines are perfectly local in frequency , but global in 
space or time. A short pulse has 
slowly decaying Fourier expansion coefficients that are hard
 to measure. To reconstruct the 
pulse, Fourier analysis depends heavily on cancellation. The 
whole of Fourier analysis, relating 
properties of functions to properties of expansion coefficient
s, is made difficult by the nonlocal 
support of the basis functions, [ Strang, 1989 ] . 
Wavelets offer good global approximation and their spatial .l
ocalization allows us to get a 
good approximation at discontinuities without producing s
purious fluctuations all over the 
domain. 
4 
2.1 Orthogonal Wavelets with Compact Suppo
rt 
The construction of wavelets begins with th~ so
lution of the dilation equation 
00 
¢,( x ) == E ck ¢( 2 x - k ) . (2.1) 
k=O 
Given a set of coefficients ck, the object is to find function 
</>( x) that satisfies equation (2.1 ). 
Usually only a finite number of coefficients ck a
re nonzero so that ¢,(x) has finite support. 
In order to form an orthogonal basis with fi
nite support, the coefficients ck have to 
satisfy some constraints. Let us start with the
 dilation equation_, equation (2.1 ), which we use 
to con~truct the scaling function </>. We look f
or a solution normalized by J ¢dx == l. The first 
requirement on the coefficients ck is obtaine
d by multiplying equation (2.1) by 2 and 
integrating 
That yields 
2 / </> dx == I: ck j </> ( 2 x - k } d( 2 x - k). 
k=O 
00 I: ck == 2. 
k=O 
(2.2) 
The ~econd set of requirements on ck comes f
rom orthogonality. s·uppose the functions 
¢0 (2x - k ), are orthogonal. Then so ar
e the translates of ¢ 1 ( x ) = ~ ck ¢0 (2x - k ) : 
(2.2a) 
Since J ¢,~(2x)dx is always greater than zero, the only way to make equation 
(2.2a) vanish is to 
set the summation term, E ckck-2m, equal to zero for m ,t: 0. Also fro
m equation (2.2a) we 
5 
obtain the value of the sum which is 2, when m is equal -to zero. Then, the 
second set of 
conditions on ck becomes 
m E Z. (2.3) 
The third set of requirements on ck comes from the desire to have good approxi
mation 
properties. Since <P is in L1(R), its Fourier transform is J>(f) == 5/fx </J(x) dx . From the 
dilation equation (2.1) , we obtain 
or 
¢(() = fl· P( () ¢(0). 
j=l '21 
Also, we can verify that P( f) satisfies 
where 
IP(f)l2 + IP(~ + 7r )1 2 == 1, 
by making use of the definition of P( ~) and equations (2.2) and (2.3). ln order to make sure 
00 . 
that ¢( ~) is well defined, the infinite p'roduct n P( ~/T) must converge. This can be ensured by j=l 
imposing the condition, [Daube_chies, 1988] 
for f > 0 
on coefficients ~k, k=O, 1, 2, . 
00 -~k 





00 ~ IA k )I \kl( < oo 
k=O 
for f > 0 (2.4) 
and 
~ ikl · N-1 
sup~E~.lk~O ./(k) e I < 2 . 
Condition (2.4) on P( 0 makes 4> to have sufficient decay; arid consequently 4> is sufficiently 
regular at least continuous, [ Daubechies 1988]. Since P( 0 is divisible by ( 1 + ei(), P( ir) is 
equal to zero. From the definition of P( ~) we obtain 




In order to form a basis with approximation accuracy hp, where h is the offset between 
two consecutive tj,, the Fourier transform 4> must have zeros of order p at all points (= 2irn , 
except at (=0 where J =1, [Strang 1989]. Expressing this condition in terms of P(() leads to 
the requirement that P(O must have a zero of order p at (=1r. This imposes additional 
constraints on coefficients ck. By setting P(1r) = P'(1r) = P"(1r) = .... = P(p-l)(ir) = 0, 
where 
P
(m)( ~) _ d'11P( e) _ l ~ ( 'k)m ike 
' - . m· - 2 '- i eke de k=O 
7 
and noting that 
we obtain 
00 k m ~ (-1) k ck = 0 m = 0, 1, 2, . . . . , p-1. (2.6) 
k=O 
By solving equations 2.2 , 2.3, and 2..6 sim.ult_aneously, we obtain the coefficients ck that 
have been reported by Daubechies, [Daubechies, 1988]. Table 2.1 lists the coefficients ck 
corrcspond1ng to N=2, 3, ..... ,10. For a fixed N the supprot of ¢N(x) is [0, 2N-l]. 
8 
•,, r ·~-, • • 
N = 2 
N = 3 
N = 4 
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Table 2.1 The coefficients ck, k =.0, 1, ... , 2N-1, for N =2, 3, ... ,10 
9 
-· ·-· ... ' •.-· _, - .... - . . '-· ~ ..... . . . - . 
Finally we define the g~nerating wavelet by 
00 k 1/J( x) = E (-1) · c 1_k </,(2x - k). (2.7) 
k=O 
From the support of <P we can easily deduce that the support of 1/J is [-N+l, N]. 
We have established the method of selecting ck in order to satisfy approximation and 
orthogonality conditions. We can now find the values of </, at x=i, where i is an integer from 0, 
1, 2, ... up to ( 2N - 1 ). For a given set of coefficients ck, the dilation equation (2.1) gives 
rise to a linear system x = L X, where Xi = ·<P( i ), and L is the recursion matrix, Li, j = c2i-j' 
1 < i, j < 2N. The values of <P at the integers come from the eigenvector of the recursion 
rnatrix L, which corresponds to the eigenvalue .X = 1. 
The complete construction of <P works directly with the recursion .. Since </, is known at 
the integers x = i, the dilation equation, equation (2.1), gives </, at half-integers. Then, it gives 
</, at quarter-integers, and ultimately at all dyadic points x = k/2°1. 
By choosing a set of coefficients ck, for a fixed N (see Table 2.1), and applying the 
dilation equation (2.1) recursivly, we establish the scaling function· <j,. This has been 
implemented in the computer program, DPRETEK_FOR. In some weak sense , we also can 
use the dilation equation to find the derivative of a scaling function ¢. Consider the ·derivative 
of the dilation equation, that is, cp'(x) = I:2 ckcp'(2x - k). Then, if we use the eigenvector of 
k 
the recursion matrix L which corresponds to the eigenvalue .A = ~ as the values of ¢' at the 
integer points , the resursion of the differentiated dilation equation will give the values of <P' at 
all dyadic points, [ Strang, 19a9 ]. Figure 2.1 depicts the scaling function and its derivative for 










































Scaling f u net ion ¢3 ( x ) and ¢~ ( x ) . N =3. 






















It is obvious that even though <P and 1/J are continuous, they are not smooth. There exist 
other constructions of compactly supported wavelet bases, in which ¢ and 1/; have higher 
regularity, at the cost of larger numbers of non-zero coefficients .ck ( which results in larger 
support widths for <jJ and t/;) or loss of or.thogonality. On the other hand, as we have seen, one 
can construct orthogonal bases of compactly supported wavelets, if he is willing to sacrifice. 
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Fig 2.3 Scaling functions <Pr,/x), N ~4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
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.2.2 The Regularity of Daubechies Wavelets 
A construction of ¢ usmg only a finite number of nonzero coefficients ck resuTts in a 
compactly supported </> , and therefore a cornpactly supported. 1/J. As a linear corn bi nation of 
translated and dilated versions of ¢, 1/; has the sam·e regularity as ¢. It follows that a goo<l 
understanding of the regularity of solutions of finite two-scale difference equations, eq. ( 2 ._l }, is 
iinportant in the construction of orthonQrmal bases of compactly supported wavelets. The 
expamples shown in Fig 2.3 have the property that ·their support width increases linearly with 
their regularity. This is illustrated in Figure 2.4 , which shows the pair ¢, t/J. for support widths 
5, 11 and 17 respectively . It is clear that ¢ and 1/J become more regular as their support width 
increases. 
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Figure 2.4 Daubechies functio·ns ¢, 1/J. N = 3, 6, 9 form left to right. 
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The number of non-vanishing ck is respectively 6, 12 and 18, corresp
onding to support widths 
of 5, 11, and 1 7. 
In solving the dilation equation for ¢, section 2.1, we imposed some con
straints on the 
coefficients ck. The more restrictive conditions we impose on ck, the 
more regular </> we obtain. 
Compare 
with equation (2.3a). The larger the value of N, the more rapidly ¢( <) decays as ( increases. 
Consequently, the corresponding ¢, i.e. </>N, is more regular. 
Regularity estimates for <PN and 1PN, are given in [Daubechies, 1988. ]. H
erc, we 
summarize the results available in the literature. 
There exists ,\ > 0 such that , for all N E N , N > 2 
Asymptotically , for large N, one finds that 
with (2.8) 
log(iv) + O(lo~N) . _1887 + O (lo~N). 
µ "' 2log2 · > 
Using a more sophisticated method than the one used to obtain the 
crude estimates above, Y. 
Meyer [Meyer, 1987] showed that, asympotically for large N , equation (2.8) holds wi
th 
µ = log( 4/ 11") / log2 "' .3485. 
For small values of N , better estimates can be obtained for. the regu
larity of <PN, 1PN by 
14 
yet a third method. This method is based on a generalization of a technique used by Ricsz in 
his proof that Riesz products can lead to continuous, nowhere differentiable functions. It can 
be proved that ¢2, t/) 2 E C· 5 - l. The method works very well for small values of N, but does 
not give good asymptotic results. For large N, it leads to logarithmic rather than linear 
increase of the regularity of the <PN , t/JN. Table 2.2 lists aN so that 
N 
2 4 3 .5-t 
3 6 5 .915 
4 8 7 1.275 
5 10 9 1.596 
6 12 11 1.888 
7 14 13 2.158 
8 16 15 2.415 
9 18 17 2.661 
10 20 19 2.902 
Table 2.2 Regularity estimates for N == 2, . . . , 10. ~ c == Number of nonzero ck, 
SN= width of support, aN see equation (2.9) 
2.3 Approximation Properties 
(2.9) 
Wavelets provide means of representing functions, either by con.tinuous or by discrete 
linear combinations, similar to Fourier integrals and Fourier series. The wavelets recently 
15 
constructed by Daubechies (see sections 2.1 and 2.2) form an orthonormal basis of L 2(R) 
consisting of families of wavelets having finite support. These compactly supported wavelets 
have useful analytical and computational properties. They have been applied to diverse 
problems in image processing and numerical analysis. 
2.3.1 Wavelet Expansions 
Wavelet _expansions are similar to Fourier expansions. To find the Fourier expansion of 
a given function, g( x), we express g( x) in terms of an infinite series of sines or cosine·s or both. 
In practice we usually truncate this linear combination and approximate the given function by 
a series of finite terms. 
In wavelet expansions we follow the same procedure as in Fourier expansions but using a 
different set of orthonormal basis functions. We shall now discuss how to compute the 
expansion coefficients of a given function with respect to a wavelet basis. The expansion 
problem is formulated as follows. Fix an integer N > 1 and let ¢ and 1jJ be the corresponding 
scaling function and wavelet function respectively. Let V N and W N be defined as : 
V N = closure of linear s_pace spanned by { ¢N,k ; k an integer }, 
W N = closure of linear space spanned by { V'N,k _; k an integer }. 
It is known that 
{ ¢N k ; k an integer } is an orthonormal basis for V N for every integer N, 
I 
W N is the orthogonal complement of V N· in V N+l· 
and 
{ V'N k ; k an integer } is an ort-honormal basis for W N for every integer N. 
I 
It follows that every g E V N+l admits the representation 
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(2.9) 
where ak, bk and ak are square summable sequences. 
Let g(x) denote the function to be approximated on O<x<l and g(x) be the 
approximating function, which is of the form 
(2.9a) 
where IP==2"+2N-2; 
In order to find the coefficients ak, we have to impose some constraints on the approximating 




j == 1, .. ,IP. 
Then, from equation (2.9a) the expansion coefficients ak can be determined as follows. Fix an 
integer N >2 and let <P and 1/J be the associated scaling and wavelet functions. Let V N be 
defined as above and let PN denote the orthogonal projection of L2( R ) onto V N The 
expansion problem consists of computing an approximation t~ PN(g) where the function g E 
L2(R} can be approximated as 





IP = 2n + 2N - 2 , k1 = k - 2N + 1. 
Integrating equation {2.10) from O to. 1 with respect to x, we obtain a linear system 
LA F 
where 
L ~ [ [. ·.] 
' J ' 
f. = j 1 g (x) </>N -(x) dx 
t ' I 
0 
where i 1 = i - 2N + 1, 
and 
i, j = 0, 1, .... , IP. 
Because of the finite support of </>, matrix L is syrr:imetric and banded. This linear system can 
be easily solved by a symmetric-banded linear system solver. Here is an example of wavelet 
expansion. Let g( x) be defined as 
1 O< x < 1 
- 2 
g(x) = -1 1 2 < X < l 
0 x = ~ and elsewhere 
The distribution of ak for N =3 and various values of n, are shown in Figure 2.5. It is noted 
that as the value of n increases, the support of </>~ decreases, and more terms are needed in the 
calculation of the approximation function. From Figure 2.5 we are able to see that in this case 
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Figure 2.5 Distribution of ak for a jump discontinuity. N ==3 and n==3, 4, 5, 6, 7 
By using the computed coefficients ak we are able to evaluate the approximating function ii( x) 
and define the point wise error as the difference between g( x) and g( x) at each x. Point wise 
error distributions corresponding to different vlaues of n are depicted in Figure 2.6. The 
behavior of the error does not depend qualitatively on the value of n, but it becornes more 
localized as n increases. This is because the. support of ,/>~ decreases as n increases. Plots of 
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Figure 2.6 Jurnp discontinuity.The pointwise error·for N=3 and n=J, 4, 5, U, 7. 
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0.2 O.J 0.1 0.5 O.G 0.7 0.8 O.~ l.0 0.00.l 0.2 O.J 0.1 O.~ O.G 0.7 O.d 0.9 1.0 
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O.DO.l D.2 0.3 D.! O.S o.s o.7 O.d o.~ 1.0 
X X X 
Figure 2.7 Jump discontinuity. g(x) and g(x) for N=3 <l:n<l n=4, 7. 
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From this example we see that wavelet expansions are better suited for approximation of 
discontinuous functions and phenomena than Fourier series. 
2.3.2 Accuracy of Wavelet-based Approximations 
. ' 
The accuracy of piecewise polynomial approximation, by splines or finite elements, 
depends on the answer to this question: To what degree p-1 can the polynomials 1, x, x2-, 
xp-l be reproduced exactly by the approximating functions ? When the polynomials are in the 
space, the approximation error is of order hp. Splines are best at approximation, and finite 
elements have narrow support but both are weeded out when we require orthogo~ality. In our 
case, the approximating functions are </>( x) and its translates. 
There is already a theory of approximation by translates, '[Strang 1973]. It connects p 
with the properties of </J. The link is the Poisson summation formula. 
For approximation with accuracy hp. the Fourier t.ransform J must have zeros of order p 
at all points ( == 2,rn ( except at ( == 0 where J == i ). Note that this property can be 
expressed as a condition on P( (). According to its definition, the transform ·</> is the infinite 
product P( (/.) ). At ( == 2,r the first factor is P( ,r ). At ( == 4,r the second factor becomes 
P( ,r ). At ( == 6,r the first factor is P(3,r ), which by periodicity is the same as P( ,r). The zeros 
~ . 1 ik~ 
of P produce zeros of <J,. The function P( () == 2 I; ck e .has a zero of order p at ( == ,r. 
Equivalently, the coefficients ck satisfy the sum rules that yield p<m\ ,r) == 0 : 
m = 0, 1, . . . . , p-1. 
From the properties stated above , we know the following, [ Strang, 1989]. 
1. The polynominals 1, x, . . . , xp-l are linear combinations of the translates </>( x - k ). 
2. Smooth functions can be approximated with error O(hp) by combination at every scale 
for· suitable ak. 
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3. The first p moments of the wavelet t/;( x ) are zero : 
j xmlp(x) dx = 0 for m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , p-1. 
4. The Fourier coefficients ( wavelet coefficients ) of a smooth function decay like 
5. ·The recursion matrix L that determines</> at the integers has the eigenvalues 1, !, .. ,(~')p-l_ 
It is 5 that makes </>( x) smoother as p increases. The smoothness is weaker than ¢ E Cp-l. 
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CHAPTER 3 
The Method of Weight Residuals 
Tlw 1net:l1od of weighted resid 11a.ls (M WR) inc
ludes many currently used 11wthods fo
r 
ftndi11g approxi'm;-\t<' solutions t.o the 
<'quations of change. The MWlt 1111lik<
' v;triatio11al 
11wlhods, ca11 lw 11s<'d to solve no11li1war
 and non-self-adjoint problems, IH'caqsc in l\'1VVH. 0
11<' 
works directly with th<~ differential e
qua,tion an.d boundary conditiu11s \V
lwrec\s i11 th.<' 
v;-1riatiu11al rncthods unc uses a fu11ctiu
nal r<'la.tcd to the differential cquatiq11
 and i>o11ndary 
cu11ditions. All tlwse approxitnatc 11wt
hods can be considered .as special cas<'S
 vf the g<'·ll<'ral 
criL<'rion that. weighted averages of the
 n'siduaJ should vanish. The only diff<
'n~nce hd,\\'een 
11l<'thuds li.<'s in t lw choie<' of the weiglit i
11g fu11ctio11s. 
Tlw key <'l<'11w11ts of the J\I\\'H ,Ir<' 
the trial functions (also called tl1<' <'Xp,.111s1011 ()
I" 
;,1ppruxi1nati11g f11nct.irn1s) and tlw t<·st. f\111ctiu11s
 (aJso kpown a.s weight f1111cti()11s). Tlw t ri,tl 
ft111ctit>11s ,HP 11s<'d i;-IS tll<' hci-~is f1111cLio11s
 for a tr1111caJ,cd series expansion of tlw
 sol11tiu11. Tilt' 
test fu11ct.io11s are 11scd to ensure that t
lw diffcre1·11ial cquat.ipn is satisfied as cl
os<'ly as po:-:;sihl<' 
by the tn111catcd ~~rics expansion. This 
is achieved by minimizing the residual, 
i.<'., t.hf~ <'IT<)!' in 
the differc11t.ial equation produced by 
usi.ng tlw truncated cxpa.nsio11 i11s1.<'ad
 of th<' rxact 
so I u t. i o 11 , [ Ca H H to ct al. , ] 0 8 8) . T he a p p r ox i 111 a 1. e sol u 
t. i o 11 is exp an de d i II a set. u f a p pr op r i a t. <' I y 
chusc11 trial f1111ct.iu11s with adjus.tahle n><'fficicnt.s (c
onstants or functions), \vhich ;-uc chus<'ll t.t-> 
giv<' the best sol11tio11 to the differ<'11tia
l <'cp1atio11s. We surnrna.rize here so11w typ
ical probl<'111s 
i11volvi11g diffcre11tia.l equations fur wh
ich we seek solutions, [Finlayson and Scri11cn, 
IDGG]. 
Consider the gcneraJ evolution problem 
for u( x, l) : 
N ( 1l) - i ~L == f( X ' l ) X Ill V, t > () (:LI ) 
where N denotes a differential oper·a.1.or ( 11 uni i nea
r in general) involving spatial dcri v a.ti vcs, V is 
a three-di1nc11sio11a.l domain with l>n111
1da.ry S, and t represe11t.s time. Snpposc 
t.ha.t the i-11it.ia.l 
a.nd bo·unda.ry conditions a.re 
u(x, 0) X Ill V 
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-a.II d u(.x, l) == j~ ( x , l) , x on S. 
J\ss11111c an approximate solution of the form 
ii(x, /) 
N 
115 (x, t) + I: a/t) 11i(x, t) 
i . 1 
wh<'.l'f' t.lw trial (approximating) f1111ct.io11s, ui, are prescrilwd and safisfy tlw l>o1111dary 
condition~ 
Us == j~' n I 0 ' x on S. 
llenn\ 11 always salisfi.cs the boundary <'<>11dit.1011s no rnatt.er what the val1ws of ai are. \1,·xt. .. 
W<' defi1w t.lw diff<'t:<'11t.ial <'q11ation r<'sid11al an.d init.ia.l r<'sid11a.l as 
H ( ai. x, f.) ~ I ( - ) iNi I( ) 1'\j u - f)t ~. x. I 
N 
H.0 ( ,1 i , x , o ) 11 0 ( x ) - Hs (. x , 0) I: a j( 0 ) 11 i ( x , 0 ) 
i=l 
\vhicl1 ar<' 11wa.s11n·s of the extent to wl1ich t Ii<' f1111ction fr s<ltisfi<'s the difkr<'11Lial <'q11;-1.t.io11 ,111<1 
i11itial co11ditio11;::;,. r<'spect.ively. 01w c-a1i 1uini1nize the rcsid11als, Rand H0 • hy ad~j11:-;ti11g th<' 
values of ai as \\'ell as by increas_i11g tlw 11u111lwr N of a.pproxi111ati11g f1111ctiu11s. Tl1<'' <'\act 
sul11tio11 is obt.ai1wd when .both residuals are idclltically zero. l"n'quently \\'<' do 8< wi-di.-.,1'/'<I< 
a11alysis,. i.e., the tillle variable is IHJt discretized. The weighted integrals of t.lw r<'sid11,il:--i ,ti'<' 
set cq II al to zc ro : 
( llj R( u) ) 0 
J l •) , ..... , . . 'N (:L5) 
\wj R0 ( ii) ) () 
w_hcre the in ncr product is defi ncd a.s 
\ w ;·v) j IV V dV 
a.nd iLJJ ar<~ pn~scribcd weight {test.) functions_. If u is the exact solution, <'<j11a."tions (:3.f>) ar<' 
id<'ntically zero n'gardlcss of the choice of weighting functions. By choosing different weighting 
f1111ction s 01w can Ii ave d iff eren t version of MW R. For a speci fie set of weighting fun c t.io11 s, 
equations (:L1) IH'c<nnc a set of N, f1rst.-(irdcr, ordinary diffei'ential equations in ti111c w:ith N 
u11know11s ai(t). The solution of this system can easily be obtained by an 0.D .. 1•:./1.V.P. 
solver. Then, a)l) arc substituted into ·<'quation (.3.2) to give the approximate solntion to tlw 
problem. 
Th<' sa111<' <'Ssent.ially algurit.llll1 c,uI also be a,pplie<l to stationary and eig<'11v,tlue 
probl<'lllS. Fur st.a.t.ionary prohlcllls, tlw co<'fficients ai are constants i11st.,,,1<J of funct.io11s of 
tirn<'; f;:H li11C'ar pn">blcms, equations (:Lr,) become a s<~t of linear alg<'hraic <'qaations. For 
11011li1war hou11da.ry-val11<' problellls if rnay j')(, useful t.o assum<' trial solut.io11s of a 111or,, g<'Iwral-
f u n n t. h a 11 e q u a t i o 11 ( : L ~ ) , t h at i s s y 111 b o 1-i c a II y 
·u(x) 9( {aj}, u(x) ). 
For the liit<'ar ,,ig<'11val.11<' problem, L ( u) - AIL= 0, the approxirna.t.c solution 1s det.<'nni1wd hy 
fa; { <wj; L(u;)> .. A<11J; ";>} 
1=1 
N L ai ( A ij - ,\ 13 ij) ~- 0 
i=l 
J I 
. ) !\ l 
1 :.. ' • • • • ' ! ~ . 
This ~wt of equations ha,S a 11011-trivial solution 011ly if dcl (Au -A Bu) 0. 
Depen<li ng on the choice of weighting functions wj 111 equ a.ti on (3 ;5), several a.p prox i 111at,, 
met hods· have been proposed over t. he years, Galer ki 11 method, in tegra.l n 1ctliod, su bdrn nai n 
collocation method, method of moments, etc, [ Finlayson and Scriven, l 9GGJ. It shotdd be not.<'d 
that in a1J approximate n1ethods ill which WC focus Olll' attention Oil a.chicv_ing .a. Silla.ii 
equation-residual, the tacit assumption is made that a small error in Sc\tisfying the equation 
leads to a small deviation of the- approximate solution from the true sol u t.ion. Systems for 
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which this assumption is justified a.n' oftc11 said to be well behaved or 
well conditio1wd. 
a.1 Galcrkin Method 
One of the best known approxi1nate 1nethods was d
eveloped by th·c Russian <'11µ;111cer 
Galerkin in 1915. In this method, the weighting functions are 
chosen to be the trial. functions,. 
1.c. 1L'i == ui. The tria.l functions must. .lw chosen as m
en1bers of a complete set of fu11ctio11s. J\ 
set of functions {Oi} is con1plete if any f11nction of a given class can be expanded i
n t.e1:111s of 




capable of r<~prescnting· the exact solution, provided
 enough t~rms arc used. J\ nrnt.i1111011s 
f1111ct.ion 1s zero if it is orthogonal tu <'very and ever
y 'member of a cornplet<' set. Tlt11~, t.h<' 
GaJerkin method forces the residual to be zero by ma
king it orthogonal to each 11w111lwr of a 
cornpletc set of functions, as N a.pproacl1cs infinity. Of cours
e in parctice tlw 1·esidual· ·is mad<' 
orthogonal tu.01ily a finite number of 111<'111b<'rS of a co
rnplet.c set. 
C o II s i d <' r o 11 o rd i n a r y d i ff c r c 1 'it. i a I < , q II a t. i o II o f t. It c f (> r 111 
dy 
+Pn_i(r)-1. +Pn(r)y - f(x) er 
0 (:LG) 





for l ') ' - ' . . • . ' 71;. ( J.,) 
Eq11atiu.11 (:3.G) can he rewritten lll cun1pact notation as 






J\sstllllP an a.f>_proxima.te solution of the forn1 
s 
y (1:) X O ( :1:) t . L X j( X) a.j 
J=l 
where X0 (1:) is a. function which sa.tisfi<'S the boundary conditions, equa.tio11!:, (J.7), and X 1 , \ 2 , 
... , arc f1i11ctio11s each of which satifies the $impler conditions I\ == 0 for .i== 1, :2, . . , ,i. 
\Vhc11 the f1111ctio11s X arc chosen in this way, y ·IH'c<jssa,r1ly satisfies conditions (:L,) for ct!! 
Let. ((.r) de11ot.c the fu11ctiull uht.ained \Vheil f;(x) is substituted fo.r .y ill t.l1P lef't.-liand sidP 
of <' q II a t. i <> n ( : ~ . ( i ) , ,· I.('. i 
or 
t ( 1:) 
w lie re 
Z/ .r) p( D) Xj(1~) for J 0. 1 •) , ' -, . . . . , s. 








111 which 1:2 





Lj f 1. ~ X/x) (f(x) - Z0 (x))dx . 
. 1 
It 1s 11ot.<·d that, if JJ(D) 1s a self-adjoint op(~rator then w .. 
IJ wJj· 
\Vlwn the differential equatio11 is of z<·ro order ( n == 0 ), no bo1rnda.ry co11ditio11s ar<' 
a.ssig1wd, so t.ha.t. X 0 is absent and tlw r<·111aining f':}nctions X 1 , X 2 , etc., do not ha.vc t.o satisfy 
a II y b o 11 11 d a r y co II d i ti on s.. E q u at ion ( : L ( j ) ca 11 t hen be written w i t ho u t .1 o s s o f g <' 11 e r; ll i t. y {1 s y 
==./(1'), so that. .IJ(.r) 110w yields all approximate representation of f(x). 111 t.his cas,·, c;,t1,·rki11\ 
pron·d 11 re r<'d u c,·s t.o t.11 <' lllet hod d,·sc ri l><-d i 11 s<'ction 2 .:L 1 on wa velct exp a II sid.11 s. 
'> '> 'I'· · M t l I · . .... <l.ll C 10( S 
Tl1<' d<'fi11it.iu11 of these. nwt ltods is particularly simple for J)rohl<'lllS 111 <>It<' spac<' 
di11w11siu11. \Ve h<'gi11 with this cas<', a11d t.he11 we co11s.ider m11lti-dimc11sio11al proble111s. \Ve 
a.ss1111w t.liat .t.hc diff<'r<'11t.ial eq11at.io11 is defined in the interval D==(O, 1) ;.u1d Ob is tlw s<'t of 
tlw ,·ndpoi11ts w_here t.he ho1111dary co1idit.ior1s ar<' irnpos(•d i.e., 
/, IL. == f Ill 0 
/J IL () on t2b ( J. ~)) 
where /; is a liucar <iiffcre11tia.l op<'r_;1t.or 111 0 and B 1s a. set. of linear hot111dary diff<'.r<'11t.ial 
0 J )('[' a. t. 0 rs i II a J> a: I' t ( O I' t he W h O l C ) U f Ob . 
Let { ipk k· :== q, 1, . } be a. system of a.lgebra.ic polynomials, orthogonal with 
rcspec·t to the i11ncr product J;u(:r)v(1;)w(x)d.r, where w > 0 is a weight fu11ctio11 011 (O,l ). 'l'lw 
tau solution 1s a linear co111bi11a.tion of <pk, see equation (3.10) below. Th~~ expa.11sio11 
coefficients for this basis are the. basic unknowns. They are dctcrn1ined in the following way. 
Denote by /3 the nu1nber of bo.undary conditions prescribed at the endpoints of .the interval. 
The differential equation (3.8) is projected onto the space of polynomials of degree s-/3 
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s 




/; 1L i.pkw dx == {i.pkw di: k 0, 1, . . , s~ /3 
(:L 11) 
and tlw boundary conditions, equat.1011 (:~.D) , a.re irnpos<'d directly on nb 
s 
I: ak ni.pk () at. t.lw points of nb. 
k=O 
(\>11<-liJio11s (J.1:2) ar<' nec<·ssary, si11c<' tlw basis fu11rtio11s do not. auto111atic
ally s;itisfv th<'' 
I >< > 11 11 < Luy c t lll d i ti o II s , 11 11 I i k u b a s <' s II s < ' d i II a ( ; a le r k i II ll W t Ii o d . U <' 11 n' , fr<> 1 11 
e q 11 at. i u 11 s ( : L I I ) 
·.111-d (:Ll:Z) \\'(' sol.vc s+l alg<·braic <'<jt1atio11s for s+l u11know11s, {ak for k==ll. l
,. s}. 
l '011sid<'r no\,: t.h<· l)iriclikt prohl<'111 for a scco(1d-orckr elliptic op<'rat.or i11 t.lw
 i1It<'l"\',d (0. I) 
/, lL - u1·1· + ,\_2 u == I 0 < r< 1, ,\ E l\ 
u(.O) u ( 1 ) (). 
\\'<' look fur a ta11 solut.io11 1£ expa11<kd ill alµ;ebraic polynorniaJ or
thonornial bases wlwr(' ll' 1s 
tlw correspo11ding weight. function. Tli11s, we asSlllllC that JE L
2
, ~tnd ckterrni1w the sol.11tio11 11 
s 
== L aki.pk(1·) by the condit.io11s 
k=O 
for j 0 ,· 1 , . . . . . , s-:2 
0. 
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WP consider now the d-dimensional case .. The domain O is the product of d copies of tlw 
i11t.<~rva! (0, 1), a_11d the funttions of Pols(O) arc algebraic polynomials in <'a.ch variahl<·. VVr 
,tss1111w that 011 a. given side of tlw boundary only one kind of bo1111da.ry co11ditio11s ,u<· 
-i111posed. VY<' exclude, for example, t.lw .11se of Dirichlet .boundary conditions 011 part of a. sid,· 
;wd N<:u111a1111 boundary conditions n11 th<' r<·st of the side. A basis in: Pols(O) ca.11 lw h11ilt. a.s ;1 
product cif t."lw basis functions {'Pk} iu <'ac!t variable. Define tire lattice 
J { k ==· I , . . , d} 
9?k(x) 
Tltc11 { 'Pk , k E ./ } 1s a basis in Pol 5 (n), which is ort!toguna.l for the 11111<'1' prodt1ct 
( ll, l,) 
/ 
1 






u( x) w( x) dJ· d . 
'I'll<' solt1Jiuu of a: t.at1 schclllc. is a poly11u111ia.J i11 Pol 5 ({}) cxpa11dc-d in this basis. Its co<'fficiellts 
in t.his <'Xpa11sio11 ar<' dct.<'rmi1wd by t \VO sets of linear ('quations. Th(~ first set. is oht.ai1wd by 
rcqui.ring that tlw residual L5 ii :- f be orthogonal to a family of basis fu11clio11s of n'di!c<'d 
dq!;rce, Let l\'.k denote the test functio11_s whose dcgrcr in ('ach direction is at 1nost. s 111i11t1s the 
nu1nbcr of boundary conditions pr<'scribf'd in the sides orthogonal to tha.L direction. J\lor<' 
pi·ecis('ly, for each i == l, . . , d denote by /3.i thr total number of ho11nda.ry nrndit.ions· 
prescribed in tlic sid<'s i:1== 0, 1. D<'llll('. t.h<' s11hla.fticc 
where the subscript c stands for cq uation. The differential equation is en forced by rcq u I rrng 
that the tau solution u E Pol5 (0) sati·sfies the set of equations 
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for all kE le 
The rerna1nrng equations are obtain<'d by imposin
g the boundary con<.I"itiuns. These giv<' a. set 
fu a.lgcb ra.ic relations involving the nwfficicn ts of u
 with res pcct to the ort hogona.l a.lge bra ir 
poly no111ial ha.sis { <pk I kE.J}. 
].J Wavelet-tau Solutions of Evolution Problems 
J\ltl1ough the discussion in s<·rt.io11 :L:2 is -confined to 
time independ<·11t prohl<·111s, tlw t.a11 
11wthod ca1.1 a.lso lw applied to ti11w d<'JH'IHlcnt
 problems. In this case, tlw <·xpa.11siu11 
cocfficic11t.s, ak, ar<' fi1nctio11s of t.i11w instead of c
onsta.nt.s. Equation (:L 11) hcco1111·s a. :-;,·t of 
ordinary differential <'quations, whi·l<' <'<p1at.ion (J.12) is still a 
set of algebraic cq11at.i<.rns. Tlw 
nwffici<·11t.s ak ca11 lw determined hy solving fh('SP two sets o
f <'<p1atio11s si1·11ulat.e11,•011sly. \\'e 
nuw recui1sidcr t.1:1<' i11itial-va.!11e 0 prohle1n, equatio
n (:LI), and solve this prohle111 liy a t.a11 
rn<'thod. First., fur si111plicit.y, we ass1111w that the u
nknown function 1L depe11ds only 011 .r ,111<! /. 
li<'IffP, u(.1:, l) can lw <'xpandcd in t<'r111s of wavelet orthogonal _ba
ses a:s : 
fo r O < .i: < 1 , / > () . 
S11hst.it11t.i11g ,-, i11t.o eq11a.t.io11 (-: __ LI), i111d c1pplyi11g the (11ct.hod of wcig
ht.<'d 1T:-;id11als with \\'<'lglll 
f1111ct.io11s· <'q 11al t.o trial f11 nct.io11s W<' ohtai 11 
s da J 1 s J 1 L 1·tk ¢ N k q'J N J. d J: == L a k .· · N ( ¢ N , k ) <P N .J· rfa~ 
k= 0 r · O ·' . ' . k= 0 O 
(; L I:~) 
where N(•) in this case IS a diffcr<'llt.ia.l operator involving only spatia
l (kriva.tivcs. 111 (J.1:n, it. 
has been assumed tha_t. f(x, t)=O i11 cqu~1.t.ion (3.1). "For a· specific N
, equation (:3.1:$) ca11 lw 




( J. l :1) 
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wl1crc 
A A .. IJ 
C [ Cu] and c .. IJ 
0, 1, .... , s , J 0., 1 , . . . . . , s- /3, 
wlwn· /3 is the 1111111lwr of boundary co11ditio11s prescribed at th
e endpoints of tll<' int.<'rva.l. 
l·~q11atio11 (J.1-·l) is a sf't of (s-/3+ l) <>rdi11ary diffcrentiaJ cq11at.io11s witlt 
11llk110\\'I1s ak. fur 
k==O,L , s. 111 order tu g<'t a 111·1iq1w s
olution for ak W<' need ;1 additi.ci11al <'qt1~l1iu11s 
\\·liich co111c from tit<· hoi111d;uy. cundit io11s 
~ '>n I 2 13 , ( ) - r ( ) 6 - ak qJN k X - JS X, t 
k=O ' 
for x on S. 
At. ca.ch t.i111c step, ak(t) ca.n be oht.ai1l('d by solvi_ng equations (":3.14) and (:L
l!)) silll11lta1H'o11sly 
wit.It tltc initial ro11ditio11s, a.k(O), ohtai1wd for111 
j == 0, 1, . . . . , s. 
'l'lii.s is a.n a.lgcbra.ic systclll with s+l tlllk.i1ow11s, a.k(O), k==O-, 1., ... , 
s, which (an lw solvi·d 
by a linear syst.<'111 solver. 
By us111g the algori th ins d iscusscd, sc.-;I u tions to problems gove
rned by ord i na.ry 
differential equations can always be Qbta.ined by solving a set of aige
braic cqu·a.tions wliil<' 
solutions to parial diefferential problems can be found by solv





Numerical Experiments and Results 
111 tl1is <-!_1apte1· W<' sha.11 pr<':·w11.t. \\'avelet-ba.sed 11umerical solutions of b<>1111dary-v;d1·1,, 
a11d in1tial-l)o111l<la.ry-val1H~ probk111s 'i11 rnw spa.cc dilllension. We shall consid,·r first ti11w 
i11depe11ck11t. probkllls since the spat.ia.l discretization lllethod for time dc1w11ck11t .. prohlc111s is 
id,,11t.ical to t.lia.t for time independent probkrns. Based on numerical c>x1wri11w11t.at.io11 we shall 
<'v,rl11a.te t.lw accuracy and efficiency of wavPlel-ha.sed solution methods; tlw results t.o lw 
d<,scrilwd 111 tlw fullowing sect.io11s se<'f-ll tu indicat.<' that wavPl,,ts provid,, ·acn1rate 
approxi111;:it,e, ~olut.ions for diffcren1.ii:d prohlc,1ns 111 orH~ space d.imension. 
'1. l Ordinary Differential I·~qua.tio11s 
111 tlri:-:; sect.ion we will prescn.t ,,·,1,·eJ,,1.-l>asud sol11t.ions to several t.ypes of p·rohle111s w!ticl.1 
i11cl11d<' li1war a11d 110·11li11ca.r urdi11ary diff<'l'<'llt.ial eq11atiu11s witl1 cu11ti1111011s ,111d disc<>11t i1111<>t1s 
c < w f'fi c i c' lits. 
Problclll ODI<:l. 
\Ve lirst. cu11sid<'r the li11car 1 s1·co1HI nrd,·r, ordinary differential eq11at.io11 
with Neu m a1111 conditions 
.,2 












The a:ss u med ap p roxirn ate solution is of t. lic for Ill 
Ip n/2 





(-l. 1 a) 
(-1. I h) 
and Ip - ')n+9N-''> - ............... 
S11bstit.11ti"11g "i'L into <'<p1ation (4.la"), W<' obtain 
2 
Ip n / 2 d </> N , k Ip . . ) n / 2 
' a k 2 2 + ' a k· - A. N k ,...._,. 
k~l d.J' k~l . '+' ' 
l+( 1r 2-1)si11(.rr.1·), 
a11d applying (;,.d<'rki1.1.,s rn<'thod hy 11111lt.iplying both sides of thr abov<' <'q11cit.io11 hy 1:>N,j a11d 
i11Legrati11g with r<'Sj><'cl to 1: over [O, l], W<' set 
f< >r 
J 1, :2, .... , JJ>. 
l11l<'gr.atio11 hy parts u11 tlw first t<'r111 ul' tlw kft-liand side of <'q11at.io11 (-.I.~). r1·d11c<':-; t lw <>J'd<'r 
of d.erivativ<' by 011<'. ll<·11n·, cq11atio11 (-1.:2) lwn>Ill<'S 
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From the definition of u(x) we know that the last term in the abov~ equation is d1u¢N -1 0
1
• l :L' ,J 
Substituting the boundary conditions in to the above equation and integrating for j == 1, ... ,IP, 
we obtain an (IPxIP) algebraic system for the cofficients ak. The progra_m TEK_FOR, see 
appendix, has been written for this problem. After selecting values for the parameters N and n, 
the coefficients ak can be determined. 
The analytical solution of problem 4.la and 4.lb is 
u(x) = 1 - sin(7rx). 
We can con1pute the error by comparrng the analytical solution with the computed solution. 
Point wise error distributions for N =3 and n=3, 4, 5, 6 are depicted in Figure 4.1. 
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o.o 0.1 0.2 o.J o.i o.s o.6 0.1 o.e o.9 1.0 X .· 
n==6 
n==5 
Figure 4.1 P'r_oblem ODEl. Pointwise error distribution. N=3, n=3, 4, 5, 6
. 
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The 11cxt test problem is a no11lincar two-point 
boundary-value probkrn. 111 ord<'r tu 
<leter111i1w the accuracy of the co111putational res
ults we ·choose a nonli1war proh!P111 wit!t 
known analytical solution. ·we consider here the sec
ond order, nonlinear ODE 
() Oil O < X < 1 (-1. J) 
\\' i.t It· hu 11-11d a ry con di t ions 
H( Q) and u( 1:) 1+ In( {3). 
Si11ce this prohk111. has Dirichlet bo1111dary con
ditions a11d the trial ftllldio11s </JN,k do 1101 
s a t. is fy tl w h ( > 11 11 d a r y con d it. i o II s , we a r" 11 o t. a. h I" to a. p ply th P w av
 d ct.- C a I I' r k i 11 11 w ti I u d ;is 1 _11 
t Ii<' previous <'xpa111pl<'. The approxi111at<' sulut.ion u{1:') is assumed to b
e of tlw fnr111 
where ), ( ·) - _,. ( . > n I ) '+' N k r = 4J N .... .r - ~ 1 · · 
' 
S1d>.st.it.11ting this <'Xpa.nsion into eq11,itiun (-1.J), the objective is tu se
lect. ;1k 111 s11cli a \\'il.Y tli,1t. 
;-1.nd the boundciry conditions arc a.pproxirna.t.ely satis
fied. Since u docs not. satisfy tlw hou11da.ry 
conditions·, we use the tau method to determine 
the coefficients a_k· Oy choosing (lP-'1) w,,.iµ;lit. 




Jo 2n/2 d <PN:, k · dx2 0. 
J 2, :~, .... JP- I. 
This is a set of ( I P-:2) nonlinear alµ;ebra.ic <'q_uations for the IP unknowns, ak. Two 111ore 
,·q11a.tio11s are 11<'ed('d i·11 o_rdcr to o_bt.aiu a. 111liq11e solution of this system, which are oht.ai1wd. by 
i I I I J> OS i II g 1. ii <' \) 0 II II d a ry CO II d i t j O ll S 
IP 
·>n/2 , ( 
,-, (U) I: ak k 1) k1= k-:2N+I - i.JN -
k=l 
} (·l .:i) 
IP 2il/2 ii ( I ) L ak <j)N( ·> n - k1) 
k=l 
By solvi11g cq11a.t.io11s (:l.·1) and (-L:'i) si1111ilta11<·011sly 11s111g a. no11li11f'ar solver, the n)('Uici<'1lts ;1k 
ca11 lw obtained. The program, TA li _ FOH, s<'<' a.ppendix, has been written for this prohle11L 
The analytical solution for this problelll can be obtained lll the follo\\"i11g ~\,1y. Let y 
( le 110 t (' dlu. . s \I h s t i t. II t. i 11 g i 11 t O C qu at. i u II (:I. ;3), \ \' (' h a. V (' 
c.r · 
a.!l d 
cly +· •) 2 
d:r .II ()' 
l y(x) 2x+ C 1 
where c 1 is a constant.. 
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Consequently, 
du _ 1 dx .,....2-x.+_c_1 
and 
u(x) f l 0 
The integration constants are determined frorn t
he boundary conditions. Therefore the exact 
solution is 
u ( x) 1 + 1 nc ~ 2 :r· + · 1 ) . 
The dis.tribution of pointwise error 1s shown 111 F
igure 4.2 for N ==T and several values of the 
parameter n. 
'l 
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Figure 4.2 Problem 0DE2. Pointwise error distributions. N=7, n=3, 4, 5. 
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Problem () DE:~ 
The last test- we discuss in this section is a linear, second order, ordinary differ"clltia.l 
cq11atiun with discon.tinuous coeffici<'11t.s. It has the forn1 
,. ( n u')'+ {J u + , 1L' ~ I 
wit.Ii ht>1111dary cu11ditio11s ' -Ca u ) ( o) = o ' . . ( (\' H ) ( 1 ) = 0 , 
\V here 
I - du 11 
= rfr' 
o ( .r) l + .r fur O < 1: < 0 . fl 
l () - 1: fo r O . .') < 1' < l , 
I 3 ( .r) = 2 0 - 1 0 1: fur O < i· < 0. fl 
l + 1.· f o r O . .'> < 1· < l 1 
1 ( .r) = 0 for O < L' < 1 , 
./( J;) 
1 r 3 + 0 r 2 - :....> l 1:- + l l 6' .•) '. 
As~11111i11g a11 appruxi111a.tc sol1it.io11 ol" t.lie fol'ltl 
IP · 
f Or O < .r < (). r) 
for (Lr> < .r < 1. 
_ ( , ·) __;_ '°"' ., n / 2. rt. ( 9 n k· ) 1l. 1· - b ..., ak 'PN ..., X - 1 ' 
k=l 
a11d substituting fi into equation ('1.G), the residual is expressed as 
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(1.G) 
I)( ) .{ (" [ ~. 2n/2ak ?n,1J/N(').n1·. - k )]}' /3 [ ~ n/2 n ] . \, 1: • 6 - \/· - · 1 + 6 2 a k <P N ( 2 1; - k 1) ·. - J(:1:). 
k~l k=l 
Applying Galcrkin's method, i.e., choosing the trial functions as test functions, we 111ak<' t.lw 
r<'sid11a.l orthogon.al to the test functions. Thus, 
l J ·t( ) 1 ( • > 11 • ) ·1 o ... r <;JN - ,r - .Ji r.r, 
fur .J l ,".!. . ... , I J> aml .i 1 = .i - ".!':'\ + L. 
J><,f'ft.H111i11g i11t.<'gratio11 by parts 011 \ lw fir;-;t ·t<'r111 l)f the left.-lta11d side, W<' oht;1i11 
IP 
. I: ak 
k=l . 
The !~1st. two t.cr111s of the right.-lta11d side ca.11 lw evaluated 11s111g t.lte ho1111dary -co11dit.io11s 
giv<·n; in this case their values are Z<'ro. The rw-;"11lting system of algebraic <'lp1at.io11s l·,111 h·<' 




Cj j /( 1')¢N( '2 11 x-j i) dx + ( c, ,,' )(l )¢N(2 11-h) - ( rm')( 0 )¢N( -j 1). 
Tlw prog1'a.111 A\t\lJ\RE-'-FOR, which i11vokcs some IMSL routines_, is used to solve t:l1is 
probl<'111. It ca.11 easily be shown by direct. substitution that the exact. solutio11 t.o proble111 
0 I) E;) is 
1 2 
X + 1. 2 
'J'lw 111111wrically obtcii1wd solutio11s co111pare favorably with tlw.exact solut.i(i11. 
1. 2 Evolution Partial I) i ff crcn.tial J,:q u at.ions 
I·:\' 0 I 11 ti() II problems descrilwd 111,1tl1<'111ati(·ally hv ., partial differe11t.ial <'qt1ati<>11s ar<' 
t n·;-1t<'d i11 this sect.ion. \V<' co11fi11e ours<'h'<'s t.o 011e-di111<'11sional prohl<·111s but with tiuw 
de1w11d<'11C<'. ( ;e11eralizat.io11 to twu- a11d 11111lt.i-di11w11siollal problem·s rcq11ir<·s 1 \\"o~ ;iml 1111111 i-
di11l('n;:;io11al W,l\'<'l<'t bases t.o ,·xpress 1'1111ctio11s that depc·11<l 111 11101'<' tl1;111 oil<' spac<' 
coordillat<·s. 'J'wo.-di111e11sion~tl \\',lV<'i<-1 bases r,111 !w developed usi11g Cart<'si,,111 prod11cts . 
.. 
P roblcm PI) El 
The first cxa.111pl<' ·we will discuss 1s a li1war, 011<'-dimensio11al, wave prop,,iga.tiu11 proble111. Tliat 
., 
IS 
i) '11 OU for 0 < .J: < 1 l > b (-1.7) 
ot ox 
with 
B. c. at :L' = 1 u( 1, t) 0 fo.r all t > () 
cUtd 
LC. u(:1:, 0) 0 for O < :1,· < 2 
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u( x, 0) 
Tl.w approxi111a.tc solution is taken to lw of t.lic forrn 
wlt<·re now tlte· cudTicients, ak, are f1111ct.io11s of time and aga.111 
IP 
S11hst.it11ti1q; i11_.t.o eq11atio11 (,1.7) \\'<' l'or111 t lw r<'sidua.1 
f l < < ·1. or 0 r 
. ., 
\\'IWre prinll'S ,knot.,, diffcre11t.iatio11 with Tf'SIH'd t.o 1·. 'l'llf'n, 1111111.iplyinµ; thf' ahovf' ,•qnati<l11 
wit. h q,N( '.l 11 .1· - j 1), .i 1 =j-2 N + l, j = 1,2, ... _,11', a 11d in t.eµ;ra.tinµ; wi t.h resp.Cd to J· ov<'r O to I , "''' 
oht.a-in II' ordinary diff<,r,·nt,ial eq11at.i01is d<'scrihinµ; t.he ti111e cvolntio11 of tlw <'Xpa11sio11 
IP / 1 · ~ . ( ) •) 3 n / 2 .( • ) n . . ) JJ ( . ) n . . I ) / 
- D cl k / . - ¢ N - 1 - J1 If' N - .l - ~ 1 ( ..i· ·= ()' 
k=l , O 
(-1. D) 
for J 
l, '2, .... ,IP. Equatio11s (1LD) can be written m matrix notation as 
A da - B a·· 0 1 = ' ct
44 
13 ; 1 ')3n/2"" 
(')n ._· ),.;. , (')n ._· .)d 
ij == - 'P N - J. 11 ~J N - X J 1 X · 
0 
111 our cu1uputcr impl<~rncntation, \\'<' solve t.he set of 0.1}.E.s in this for1u 11s1.ng a11 il
llplicit.-
O.D.I•:. solv<·r. However A is an invf'rtihle n1atrix so wc can write 
t-..1 a where f'..1 
This is an explicit IPxIP system of ODEs. The initial conditions for th
e cu<>flici<'1its ak ca11 lw 
calculaJed based 011 t.hP expa11sio11 uf t.lw i_11itial conditions, i.P., 
IP 
) _ , . (()·) ·->n/2 . (')11 • k ) u( L', () - L.. d k - ¢N - 1 - · 1 · 
k=l . 
. Na.t.urally, tlwrc is 011e more condition to be satisfied, that is, the bou
ndary co11<liti011. Direct. 
illlposit.io11 of this condition will ge1wrat.<· a. systc111 of (IP+l) equations with IP tlllkno,,·11
s (one 
algchFa.ic a11d IP ordi11ary differential <'<plat.ions). Instead of trying t.o !ind a ge1w
r,dizcd 
sol11t.io11 for this syst.cn1 wc drop tlw last. ordinary differential· f'qu
at.il>Il. This 11wt.liod is 
i111plc111c1d.<·d i11 the program WJ\ VE FOH, sec appendix. 11.cs-ults for 
pruhl<·1.11 PDl·:l ,HP 
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Figure 4.3 (a) Problem PDE1, the initial co_ndition u(x, 0)==256(1-:i:)2(:r- 0.5)2 for 0.5< 1: < 1 ; 
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?-+-____ ___, _____________________ ____. 
0.0 0 .1 
Figure 4.3(c). Prqblem PDEl, il(x, t) at tin1e t ~ 0.82. N =3, n == 6. 
The results presented in Figure 4.3 show how surprisingly well the transl~tes of the 
approximation function <f;
3
, which belongs to C'915 , approximates the unknown function, 
u( x, t), which belongs to C 1 . ln the above discussion, it was implicitly assumed that integrals, 
in equation ( 4.9) can be evaluated. This places certain .restrictions on the possible families to 
which the functions <f,N wust belong. In gene.rat we seek to avoid functions which result in any 
term in the integrals becoming infinite. Then, it is natural t.o ask what restrictions ·Should be 
placed on the functions 'Pw The answer to this qu·estion depends obviously on the order of 
differentiation implied in equation (4.7). Consider, for example, a function J(x) which t"s 
continuous but has a discontinuous slope in the x direction. It is easy to see that its first· 
derivative is integrable but the second derivative tends to infinity. The function would be a 
suitable choice for trial function if only the first derivatives occured in the integral formulation 
of the differential equation. In a simtlar way, we can easily deduce that if nth order derivatives 
occur in any term of equation ( 4.7) then the function 'PN have to be such that its n-1 
derivatives are continuous. In this. example the highest ·spatial derivative appearing in the 
differential equation, equation ( 4.7), is the first order, thus we can use q, 3 , which belongs tb 
C 915 f . .h b . f . · , to orm t e as1s unctions. 
Before we finish ·this example, we would like to illustrate the effect of parameters N and 
47 
. ... . . - ... · ..... 
n on the nu1nerical results. The results shown in Figure· 4.3 correspond :to N =3 and n=G. Can 
we get the same results as those shown in Figure 4.3 for different N and ~1 ? The answer is yes 
in general but with some restrictions. The question of how to choose panneters N and n 
_naturally arises. In order to answer this question we have to understand what doPs these 
parameters mean ? Let's go back to chapter two where we constructed the basis ·function </>. 
We know that the support of</>~ depdends on N an.d Ii and specifically 
supp( <P~) = 2N~ l _ 
2 
That is, the larger value of N we use, the wider support of</>~ we get. On the contrary, the 
larger the value of n being used, the smaller the support of </>~ being created. To he able to 
express the unknown function u(x, t) properly the support of the basis function <P~ sl1011ld lw 
considerably less than the .interval in which u( x, t)" is approximated. RP:rn l ts of u( 1:, l) 
corresponding to different parameters are sJ1own in Figure 4.4, 
. 
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Figure 4.4 (a) Problem PDEl. u"(x, t) for N=6 and n=3 at ti1ne t== 0.41(leftJ 
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Figure 4.4 ( b) Problem PD El. ii( x, t) for N =6 and n ==4 at time t == 0.41 (left) 
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Figure 4.4 (c) Problem PDEl. ii(x, t) for N==6 and n==5, .at time t = 0.4l(left) 
and t == 0.82(r.ight ). 
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,. d. I J 
For N=G a.nd 11=:3, the support of¢ is 18
1 which is greater than the i11t,crva.l [0.,1]". 'l'li<' 
ro111p11t.<'d sol11t.ion sl1ow11 in Figure :1.4 (a), is inaccurate. There are consi<!crable uscillatiolls on 
tlw right pa.rt. of t.hc co111putc<l solution a.s tlw waveform moves to the left-. /\s we i11cr<'ase tlw 
va.l11c of n to ,1, tl1c support is i~, we get 111t1ch better results as can be seen in Figur<' ·1A (h). 
The amplit.u<k of oscillation has bc<>n co11sidcrably decreased. If we increase 11 U)· f>, W<' use 
111<>r<' t.<'r111s in approximating the function H{x, t), smaller support of ¢, and the restdt::.; are 
i111prov<'d <'V<'ll ft1rt.lwr (see Figure ·1.-1c). 
Pro blcrn PI) E'.2 
. . 
T I w 11 (' x t t es t w e d i s c u s s co 11 s i st. s o f t. h c s am e. d i ff e r en t i al c q u at. i o 11 ; 1 11 d h u t 1 11( LI r y 
collditioHS ,IS i11 pl)r:J bnt. wit.Ii disco11t.i1111.<HIS initiaJ CO!lditioll 
0 < .r < 0 . .1 
11(.r, 0) 
(-1.10) 
0 . .1 < 1: < I. 
To solve tl1is prohle111, we follo\v exactly tlw sa1n~ procedure as we did i11 PDE! hut. \\'itli 
di!'fer<'11t iiiilial c011ditiu11. 111 thi:s c;1S<', t lw initial condition is a disconti1111011s function ,,·hicli 
ca11 11ot. he <'XJ>r<'SS<'d exactly by 11si11g a li11it.<' 11umlwr of trial fu11ct.io11s. Tli11s, we i11t.rod11c<' 
so11w error in t.lw i11itial cundifiu11s,. ;1k(O). Tliis error will diffuse upstn',1.111 as,,.<, i11t<'_grat<' i11 
t.i11w a11d f111a.lly will spoil our results. 01ic wa.y t.o avuid this fro1n lrapJ><'Ili11g is t:o locally 
s111oot.li t.lw exapqsio11 coi,fficic11t.s ak by t.aking local averages ( a.k---: (ak_ 1+:1ak+ak+ 1 )/-1.). 
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Fi.gure 4.5 (a) Problem PDE2, Reconstructed initial c
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Figure 4.5 (b) Problem PDE2. u(x, t) at t ~ 0.1. N = 3, n 
7. 
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Figure 4.5 .(c) Problem PDE2. u(x, t) ·at t = 0.4. N = 3, n = 7. 
Problem PDE3 
The last test for linear partial differential equations will b
e the heat equation which 
involves a second order spatial derivative. For simf>licity, w
e assume that all the coefficicn ts 
are equal to one, without loss of generality. V./e seek the
 solution to the following initial-
boundary-value problem 
fJu _ 82 u 
8t - 8x2 
B. C~ 
I. c. 
for O < x < l t > 0, 
(4.11) 
at x = 0 , u(O, t). = 0 
for l > 0 
at X = 1 , u(l, t) == sin(2) e-
4 t 
at t = 0 , u( x, 0) = -sin(2x) for O < x < l. 
Again we assu(Ile that the unknown function can be written 1n terms o
f <PN which must be 
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cont.i1-1uous and have a continuous first <krivativc smcc 
the differen~i-al <~quatioll in_volv<'s a 
second order spatial derivative and the boundary condition
s do not allow lowcri.11g of th<' order 
of diffcrcn tiation by using integration hy parts. That is, 
Suhst.it.11-tinµ; 11. i-111.o equation (4.:11 ), tit<' r<'sidual is defined as 
It( .r) ·L1 P cl_a
.k IP 
·>n/2,-1 ·(·>n, _ 1 ) ~ ·(). 5n/2 "(' n k ) 
I. - 1/J N . -
.I ~ l - L., a k I . .!. d> N J. - . 1 .. 
k=l ( I k= 1 
Ill ord<'r t.o find th<' cocfficicnt.s ak W<' lllak<' tlw residual orth
oµ;una.l to tlw 1<'st f11nctiu!ls \\'liicli 
art' chosen to lw ecp1al t.u the trial f'u11ctiu11s, <7JN ip this cas
e. This giv1's ns<' 1() a. syst<'111 of 
ordi11ary diffrrell.t.ial equations fur tlw llllkflu\V11s ak(t) 
or 
and 
A c/a I~ a JT -
da - J\l ;1 
dt 
(). 
w lw1·,, j\ 1 
1 





J\.ga.in, we nu111cricall.y solve the i111plicit for111 of the scm~-di·s~rete equations, <~<p1a.tio11 (,1.1 :2). 




.Ne.xt, ,,·e l1ave to deal wi.th the boundary ccrndit.io11s which can In~ <'Xpresscd. as finite seri<'s 
} (-1. I J) 
IP / 
. . ( ')) _ "°'. . ( I) . > n 2 J, ( ') n k ) Sll1 - - Lt elk · - 'P-N - - 1 . 
k=l 
Thcrefrne, the lwat <'qua.ti011, <'q11,\.t.iun :_I.Iii and the boundary co11dit.iu1\s ha\'(' bc'<'Il 
t.ra.nsforrncd to a. system of ordinary diff<'re11tial equations (cquatl'oll 11.J~) a.11d t.wo ~dgchraic 
cqu,ttions (equation 4.l:l). lly solvi.ng equa.t.ions (,1.12) and (4.13) sirnulta.11eo11sly with i!lit.ial 
condition a.(O) the c:oefficients a.k(tL a.t specific time t, can be determi·ned;- But. th:cre a.re t.wt~ 
more equations than the nun1ber of·unknowns. Usually one can not find solutions for a. system 
which has more equations than unknowns. One way to find an a.pproxi mate solution is to 
5'1 
of the wavelet-tau method . The program 
neglect two differential equations from the system. The results in this case are obtained by 
solving a system in which the first and the last ordinary differential equations are neglected, 
that is, we seek solutions that satisfy the two algebraic equations an<l ( I P-2) ordinary 
differential equations. This 
. 1s a version 
_DH EA Tl~ FOR, see appendix, is wdtten for solving this problem. 
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the computational results we need the exact 
solution of this problem. Among the available methods for obtaining solutions to this problem, 
the easiest- is the method of separation of variable which gives the exact, dosed-form solution 
u(x, t) = siri"(2x) e- 4 t 
Since the exact solution is known, it is easy to calculate the poi11twise error distributions which 
are shown in Figure 4.6. 
'I' .... 
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0.6 0.7 0.3 0.9 1.0 
Figure 4.6 (b) Problem PDE3. The variation of error at time t 0.5. N=8; n=4 
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o.o 0.1 0.2 0.3 O.i 0.5 
X 
0.6 0.7 0.8 .0.9 1.0 
Figure 4.6 ( c) Problem PDE3. The variation of error at time t = 1. N =8; n=4 
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Problcrn PDE'1 
l 11 all exa1n pies previously d isc.u ss<'d i II th is section both differential eq uatio11 s a.11 d 1>01111 dary 
conditions are linear. For the rP111ai11d<'r of this section we will discuss 11011li11<'ar prohh-111s 
which have 11ollli11ear terms in the diffcw11tia:I equations. In order to b,~ a.bk to <'Valuat<· the 
;1cr11rac.y of computational results \V<' chous<~ problems ·with known exact solutitrns. 'l'l1e q11a.si-




(-1. I :1) 
k11ow11 as B11rg<'rs <'q11ation, ts of co11sid<·rahle physi_cal i11t.ercst l_wra11s<· of its rol<' i11 tl1<' 
l.ii<·rarcl1y of approxi111ations to tlw Navie1:-St.ukes equations. l\1or<'OV<>r, it 1s 011,· of tlie l"<'w 
11011li11<'ar part.ial differcntia.l cq11ations for which exact. and complete sol11t.i()f1s ar<' k110\,·11 j11 
terllls of initial and buu11d;1ry co11dit.ic)llS. T'ln1s, ·tbP Burg<'rs equation is a co11v<·11i<'111 and 
11s1·ful test. prul).le111 fin llllltlf'ric-:al sclw111c's. For the purpose uf testing,\\'<' c011sider the B11rgers 
<'q11at.i()n with i11it.ial a.11d boundary co11dit..io11s as follows : 
D IL + l ll i) II 
ot 6 . n.c 
J.C. at l=O 
B.C. at 1:==0 
at x== 1 
:2 1 iJ ll 
')('' -2 , 
.) ) fJ .1: 
11(.r, 0) 
11.(0, t) 
u( I , t) 
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-~sin Ii ( Gi~--3) 
cosh(G.1,-:n+ 1 
-2sinh(-3) 
cosh(-~~) + e-t 
-2sinh(3) 
cosh (3) + e- t 
for O< x < l (-1. !.~) 
for O < .I' < 
for l > () 
/\s 111 previous examples, the solution is ta.l..:cn to be of the fqrm 
(.·1.lG) 
S11bstituti11g 'IL into equation ('1.lf>) and applying the Galerkin's version of the l'v1\VH. ·one 
u I> t. a.i 11 s 




ni,j =JO t 22n ¢N(2111-i1) { ¢N(:!n i:-k1 )¢[\i 211 r-l 1 )+ <PN( 2" x-k 1 )¢,N ( :1".r-l 1) }d.1 
( for k i- 1 a.n d k + 1 ==.i ) 
(-1. I ,a) 
1 
-J 1 ·>2n,.;, (')n .. · ),.; , ('>n . k. )A, (',n . 1 ) l, 
- . G~ 'f'N~L-l1yJN~·L-1'+-'N~J.-1(L 
0 ) 
( for k == I a!ld k+l==j ), 
This is an initial-vaJue problem for a. system of nonlinear cc1ua.t.ions which 
co11s.ist~ of IP 
unknowns in IP ordinary <lifferentia.l equations. 'I'hese unknowns 11111st: als
o satisfy two 
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algebraic equations which come from the boundary conditions. We use the same algorithm 
applied in _problem PD.E3 -to find an approximate solution. The ex.act solution of the Burgers 
equation, (eq.4.15), with the boundary and initial concfitions given, is 
-:.2sinh(6x - 3) 
u(x, t) -
- cosh(6x - 3} + e-t · 
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F~gure 4.7 (b) Problem PDE4. Pointwise error distri
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Figure 4.7 (c) Problem PDE4. Pointwise error distrub
ution. N=S, n=S at t=2.0 
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111 tlw approa.cli just described we ,·valuate .the nonlinear term, 1/~'/l, 111 a. st.r,i.iglitJorward 
(J 1: 
way, 1.e., 
a II d i f [\ 1 < I e· ll o t. d, B fr , th e u 
[\ 1, 
J 
Tlw r<·ad,;r 111ay 11ot<' that the vector cu11tai11.i11g the products of the expa11s1011 nwflici<·1.1ts, .. ·1. 
is calctllathl at each tillH' 
1iwt.hud uf co1np11t.i11g th<' 
step although tlw constant 111a.trix B is calculated 01ily 011<"<'. This 
nonlin<·ar 1.<Tlll, 1/))u, is t:illlc~coi1sumi11g. \Ne could illlJHO\'(' tlw 
C 1: 
efficiency of t:11<' calculation in the following way. Suppose that the coefficie11t.s ak ar<' kllow11 at 
so!llc specific ti111c. ·Thell we could 11s<' a11 illversc discr<'t<' transform to t.ra11sfor111 ak ·h,1ck tu 
11(.r, t.) a11d ·~))u_ Therefore, the values of 110.lllinear t.cri11 at discrete points i11 t.lw physic.-d spar<' 
. ( J: 
could he calculated·. That is, 




Du _ ~ . ( t)')3n/2 ,.1,' 









b_(t) J\-1 c; 
J 1 . • > n /. 2 ,-! (. > n . - . ) ,./, ( '> n . . ) l . - li1N - .I 11 lf'N. ~ .I. - J 1. ( .r ' 0 
nu . ll 
II --:--).. <jJ N (_ :! .r - i I ) d1·, 
r .r 
Suhst.itiit.ing <'qt1,dio11 (-1.lG) and (-I.I~) illto ('qt1atirn1 (-I.If>), W<' obt.ai11 
l\l 11ltiply bot.Ii sides of equation wit.Ii (j'JN,j and integral.<' with respect t.o .r uver O to I, it 
lwcu11ws 
\ da. + l A I (' 1 
· dt G . _.2 . a · 
Moreover, b can be expressed as A- 1 G, and by substitution into the above eq11(1tio11 we obtain 
A da. + l (" dt 6 .1 C a.. (-1. H)) 
If a. fa.st. w avclct t ran~form bec911ws ava:i la:bl,~ to perform efficiently the forward a.11 d 111 verse 
t.ra11sfor111at.ions t.lwn it would be easy to calaulate. the second term on the lcft.-lta.11d side uf 
cq11.-t:tio11 (1 .lD). Equation (4.19) can h<' r<'a.rra:ngcd to give 
A c/.-t 
dt 





A review of the definitions and basic properties 
of the scaling and wavelet functions, 
combined with a number of numerical experim
ents., have shown that wavelets, "forming-
orthonormal bases, are very well suited for the
 numerical solution of boundary-value and 
initial-boundary-value problems in orie spac·e dime
nsion. For this class of problems, wavelets 
compare favorably with finite difference and finite
 element approximations. Moreover, wavelet 
ba_ses seem to combine the advantages of spectr
al (good frequency localization) and finite 
differe.nce (good time/space localization) techniques. That ma
kes wavelets very well suited for 
multiscale solution methods. Wavelet-based num
erical methods attain good _accuracy while 
properly resolving discontinuities. 
The choice of N an.d n plays a critical role in the 
success of the proposed methods. For 
high order differential equations one needs high va
lues of N. For problems with di_scontinuities 
we must use high values of n combined with 
filtering in the transformed space. These 
parameters affect the accuracy of numerical sol
utions as well as the required computation 
time. For some problems, e.g., PDE2, the. machin
e accuracy has to be taken ·into account. In 
general, double precision arithmetic is recommende
d. Some programs written in FORTRAN to 
implement numerical algorithms for solving the
 qilation equation to obtain the values· of 
scaling functions, <PN, at integer points as well as at the dy
adi.c points, k/'r, .can safely be run 
in single precision arithm.etic. 
Despite our success in solving one dimension
al problems, the generalization to 
multidimensional problems _is no~.trival, especially f
or curved boundaries. Furthermore, in order 
to make wavelet-based solutions more competitive
 when dealing with nonlinear problems, the 
fast wavelet transform from physical domain to
 spetral domain and vice versa should be 
developed and implemented. We do believe that 
wavelet-based solution algorithms have the 
potential of becoming powerful solution methods. fo
r fairly general two- and three- dimensional 
domains, once those technical issues are resolved. 
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d2 U + u( X) = .f{ X) 
dx2 
* FILENAME : TEK FOR 
* July 23 1990 
* 
* 
with Neumann boundary condition 
The input data ·ri1es are functions ~N and <PN· 
- . IP n/2 




PARAMETER(N=3, M=lO, LN=6,N2=2•N ,JB=2••(M-1) ,JA=JB•(N2-1 )+ 1 
*, IP=2••LN+2•N-2,NT=2••(LN+M-1)) 
DIMENSION PH(JA),PHP(J.A),A(IP,IP),RHS(IP),SOLV(IP) 
COMMON /WORKSP /RWKSP 











CALL INTEG(JA,N2,LN,IP,PH,PHP,A,RHS,NT,JB,DEL TA) 
CALL LSARG(IP,A,IP,RHS,l,SOLV) 
DO 140 1=1,IP 
140 WRITE(3,•)l,SOLV(I) 
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SUBROUTINE INTEG(JA,N2,LN,IP,PH,PHP,A,RHS,NT,JB,DEL TA) 
DIMENSION A(IP,IP),PH(JA),PHP(JA),RHS(IP),XA(16384),XB(16384) 
*,XC(16384) 








DO 5 l=l,IP 
RHS(l)=O. 





DO 10 J=l,IP 
JP=J-N2Ml 
JPJB=JP•JB 
DO 20 K=l,J 




DO ·30. l=l,NTPl 
IJ=I-JPJB 
IK=I-KPJB 







CALL TRAPEZ(XB,NPOINT,DEL TA,RB) 
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C CALL SIMPSO(XA,NPOINT,DEL TA,RA) 
C CALL SIMPSO(XB,NPOINT,DEL TA,RB). 
C 
A( J, K )=-C3• RA +c 1 * RB 
20 CONTINUE 
11=1 
DO 40 1=1,NTPl 
IJ=I-JP JB 
IF((IJ.L T.l).OR.(IJ.GT.JA))GO TO 40 
X=(l-l)•DEL TA 
X C ( 11) =PH ( I J) * F CX) 
40 CONTINUE 
NPOINT=ll-1 
CALL TRAPEZ(XC,NPOINT,DEL TA,RC) 
C CALL SIMPSO(XC,NPOINT,DEL TA,RC) 
RHS(J)=RC 
Jl=-JPJB+l 
IF((Jl.L T.l).OR.(Jl.GT.JA))GO TO 50 
RHS(J)=RHS(J)+CB*PH(J 1) 
50 J2=Jl+NT 





DO 100 1=1,IP 

















































~ + 2(ddu)2 = 0 with B.C. u(O)=l ; u(l)=1+1n{3 
dx X 
* 
* FILENAME: TAU FOR 
* SEPT 28 1990 
* 
* 
The input data files are functions <PN, <PN, <PN and initial guess values of ak. 
IP n/2 
The output data file is the values of coefficients ak where u(x)= L ak 2 <PN k 





DIMENSION PH(JA) I PHP(JA) I PHDP(JA) ,A(IP, IP, IP) ,SOL V(IP) 
• ,XGUESS(IP) 
COMMON /WORKSP/RWKSP 






OPEN(3,FILE='S0L V DAT') 
OPEN(4,FILE='XPH DAT') 
OPEN(5,FILE='PH DAT') 





DO 5 1=2,10 
DO 5 J=l,2•1 
5 READ(4,•)XPH(l,J) 






CALL INTEG(JA,N2,LN, IP ,PHP ,PHDP ,A,B,NT ,JB,DEL TA, IN,PH) 
C DATA XGUESS/21.5,.122,.lll,.122,.131,.14,.148,.155,.162,.168,.174, 
C •.18,.185,.19,.195, .199, .203, .207, .211,.215,.218, .222, .225, .228, 








CALL NEQNF(FCN, ERRREL, IP, ITMAX,XGUESS,SOLV ,FNORM) 
WRITE(*.,*)FNORM 




SUBROUTINE INTEG(JA,N2,LN, IP ,PHP;PHDP ,A,B,NT,JB,DEL TA,IN,PH) 
PARAMETER(NT3=4097) 






DO 5 l=l,IP 
DO 5 J=l,I_P 





DO 7 L=l,IP 
LP=L-N2Ml 
LPJB=LP*JB 






IF(ABS(L-J}.GT.N2Ml}GO TO 10 
DO 20 K=J,IP 
FAC=2. 
IF(J.EQ.K}FAC=l. 








IF{{IJ.L T.l).OR.{IK.L T.1).0R.{IJ.GT.JA).OR.{IK.GT.JA).OR. 





CALL TRAPEZ{XA,NPOINT,DEL TA,RA,NT3) 
20 CONTINUE 
11=1 
DO 4.0 1=1,NTPl 
IJ=I-JPJB 
IL=I-LPJB 








DO 50 L=l,IP 
LL -:-IP 
DO 50 J=l,IP 

















SUM=XA( 1 )+XA(N)+SUM 
RETURN 
END 



























COMMON /CONST /XPH(l0,20),B(IP,IN) 
C1=2.**(FLOAT(LN)/2.) 
L1=2**LN 
DO 10 L=2,IP-1 
LL=IP 
F(L)=O. 
DO 10 J=l,IP 




DO 20 L=2,IP-1 
DO 20 1=1,IP 
F(L)=F(L)+B(L, l)*SOL V(I) 
20 CONTINUE 
F(l)=-1. 
F( IP)=-l .-ALOG(SQRT(3.)) 
DO 30 K:-1,IP 
Kl=N2-K-1 
IF((Kl.L T.O).OR.(Kl.GT.(N2-l)))GO TO 40 
F(l)=F(l)+SOLV(K)*XPH(N,Kl+l)*Cl 
40 K2=Ll+Kl 
IF((K2.L T.O).OR.(K2.GT.(N2-·1)))GO TO 30 
F(IP)=F(IP)+SOL V(K)*XPH(N ,K2+ l)*Cl 
30 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
) 
I 
\ 
•/ ~ 
, I 
l, 
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